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Director’s Corner 
By Vivek Williams 

Guzel Khakimova, 1954 -2019 

Every now and then, some one, like Guzel, will walk into your life  
and right into your heart.  And, all of a sudden, you have a new  
sister, a mom, a good friend. She brings with her her love, compassion, 
and understanding; she spreads sunshine with her enthusiasm,  
sense of humour and joy of life; and she teaches you lessons of  
patience, endurance and sacrifice. 
When she leaves, she leaves you broken hearted, but with the  
knowledge that the world is a better place  because of the years  
she has spent in it. 
I think I write in the name of all staff and students, when I thank  
Guzel for the years she spent with us at Townshend. God bless you.

As human beings we are far more alike than we are 
different. People everywhere have the capacity for 
virtues such as kindliness, honesty, courtesy, 
truthfulness and generosity. No matter which 
country or culture we come from, our hearts 
spontaneously resonate when exposed to the 
practice of these human qualities - and it is through 
their exercise that we ourselves find genuine 
happiness and fulfilment. 
Nevertheless, their practice in our personal lives 
takes discipline and effort. As the old adage, ‘no 
pain no gain’ suggests, we have a tendency to 
gravitate towards easier alternatives – like self-
centredness, laziness, dishonesty and greed – but 
moving to higher planes of thought requires daily 
vigilance, mindfulness and rowing against the 
current. It is small wonder that so many of the 
world’s youth today who have ‘gone with the flow’ 
and had an ‘easy’ life, full of entertainment and 
material trappings, are caught in cycles of 
despondency and aimlessness. A simple opportunity, 
if taken, a simple thought of kindness, if acted 
upon, a simple deed of service to another human 
being – is sometimes all that is needed to 
experience the inner joy that is created when doing 
something for others. 
It is in this spirit of service that a group of our 
students paid a visit to the local retirement home 
during the season of Ayyám-i-Há - a few days 
dedicated to hospitality and bringing good cheer to 
others.

 They sang songs in English, Czech, 
Portuguese, Italian, Spanish and Chinese, 
stirring the spirits of the senior citizens who 
sang along and thoroughly enjoyed the 
bubbling energy and enthusiasm of their 
young visitors. Not only were there big 
smiles on the faces of the audience but also 
on those of the youth who felt uplifted and 
thankful for the opportunity and blessing of 
sharing their love with others. It brings to 
mind this beautiful saying: 
“Oh God, make me a hollow reed from which 
the pith of self has been blown, so that I may 
become a clear channel through which Thy 
Love may flow unto others”. 
Wishing you all much happiness as the new 
season approaches,  Vivek Williams 
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Very Special Guests

At the end of January and the beginning of February we 
were visited by Bijan and Luise Khadem-Missagh from 
Austria. 

Besides being a violinist virtuoso, conductor and concert 
master of the Tonkuenstler Symphony Orchestra Vienna, 
Mr. Khadem-Missagh is the holder of the highest Austrian 
state award for contribution in science and art. He 
founded the prestigious Allegro Vivo, an international 
chamber music festival in Austria, which also features a 
summer academy for young musicians from around the 
world. In 1997, he started GlobArt - Connecting Worlds of 
Arts and Sciences, an open Think Tank taking place once 
a year; here people can discuss across generations and 
disciplines about life and the future - always with an 
optimistic approach. 

On the first day of his visit Mr. Khadem-Missagh met with 
the Townshend choir, taking the opportunity of sharing 
some words of wisdom with those present. 

The next morning, the staff and all secondary school 
students had the opportunity to welcome Mr. and Mrs. 
Khadem-Missagh to a long assembly, where we were 
presented with a new concept about ‘Music and 
Spirituality’.  

We are excited to share that, having been much impressed 
by the quality and potential of the students, Mr. Khadem-
Missagh has accepted to support the music program of the 
school, which would mean that we shall have more 
opportunities of meeting him in South Bohemia. 

For the students who are interested in joining the music 
program, it would mean an unforgettable experience to 
have a musician of such distinction in their midst.  

One of the first requirements for the new music vision 
will be the acquisition of a ‘Grand Piano’ for which we are 
happy to receive donations, no matter how high or low. 
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Students of the Month

Zimeng Elizabeth Cheng, LII, China

Hasti Mafi, LIII, Iran

Domani Douglas, LI, Kenya/USA

Fabian Hechenblaikner, gr. 9, AustriaChenzi Ma, LIII, China

Mina Dahl, LIV, Bulgaria/USA

Albert Dvorak, grade 8, Czechia

November ‘18

December ‘18

January ‘19

February ‘19

Diana Issa, LIV, Iraq
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DRAMA IN ACTION   by Sophie Nelson 

2019 saw Townshend Drama club take on their adaptation of William 
Golding’s Lord of the Flies. What a challenge! After the tremendous 
success of last year’s musical, I decided to challenge myself and the 
students to do something completely different. However, it has only been 
made easy by the tremendous efforts, determination, energy and laughter 
from all the wonderful cast, crew and staff. I have enjoyed working with 
such creative students and their trust in my madness and wild ideas is 
what gave us the final product. I am overwhelmed with all the support of 
this year’s production and for that I cannot thank everyone enough.  

This violent tale of the breakdown of civilized behavior in a setting of 
isolation and fear highlights the contrast between cooperation and 
competition. The story is set against the background of a nuclear war and 
a plane crash that forces a group of British boys to cope with the human 
need for society and the animal need for survival. While protecting 
themselves from the outward threat of the beast, they discover that the 
real threat is their own primitive impulses. Unique to our production is the 
casting of girls in boy roles. Instead of having all our actresses portray 
‘boys’, I wanted to embrace a gender switch. Without question, this change 
in gender dynamics impacted the traditional storytelling, bringing a 
contemporary theme to the action of the play.  

I wanted to make the play immersive for the audience, with the set being 
one of the most extravagant sets we have ever created. This included the 
audience sitting amongst sticks, leaves and plants. With actors breaking 
down the 4th wall and approaching the audience to collect sticks for fire 
or to threaten them. With many fight scenes choreographed and students 
performing with spears and rocks, this year’s school play seemed to be full 
of risks. It has been the year of clumsy accidents for our members, but 
luckily ones that haven’t left them with scars, just memories.  

The students have worked incredibly hard, and I have really enjoyed 
working with them and creating madness and destruction on stage. Thank 
you to everyone who came, especially to people who travelled from 
different countries to show their support. I am already being asked about 
what production I will be doing next year - stay tuned, and I look forward 
to hopefully seeing you here.   


